KABLOONA
Generally the Eskimos stop and make camp about two miles
out from the Post. They are unable to resist the childish urge
to unpack their riches, rip open the tins, and enjoy what is
called in the Arctic a big feed. This time I was there to insist
that they do at least a few miles more, and we went on till dark,
the journey marked by the usual incidents. For example, the
driver breaks his whip in his anger with the dogs. Having
broken the whip, his anger redoubles, and he beats the dogs
until they spread famvise as far as they can go, like a flight of
partridges, howling and running to hide one behind another
until the harness is completely entangled, after which we have
to stop and disentangle them.
It was dark when we built the igloo, and once inside I sa\v
that Algunerk's wife-—who had spent her time at the Post
sending sidelong provocative glances at Gibson and me— was,
to say the least of it, no housekeeper. Gibson had given them a
handsome new Primus stove. She lit it. It went out. She spilled
alcohol over everything, and finally, having tried to relight the
stove with a sheaf of papers, she gave it up. There she stood,
motionless, idiotic, helpless.
Already the igloo was an indescribable agglomeration of
objects: burnt paper, old packing boxes, chewing-gum stuck to
the side of the iglerk, the ground strewn with spoons, a hurri-
cane lamp, and frozen fish. A seal stood against the wall look-
ing on with its dead eye. Their little girl sat on the couch
playing with a clock; and a cigarette-holder, Gibson's favourite
cigarette-holder which AlgunerFs wife had wheedled out of
him, lay in the heap of fish. A moment before, Algunerk had
grabbed the stubborn Primus stove and flung it angrily against
the wall: it lay now on the ground, feet in the air. All that he
had so much desired when at the Post, all those treasures won
from the Post Manager by whining, cunning, and flattery, had
been no more than the stage properties in a play the plot of
which consisted simply in getting the better of the white man;
and now these things won with delight had become broken and
almost hated toys,
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